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ABSTRACT

In recent decades, the development of computer-controlled manufacturing by adding material
layer by layer, called Additive Manufacturing (AM), has developed at a rapid pace. The tech-
nology adds possibilities to the manufacturing of geometries that are not possible, or at least
not economically feasible, to manufacture by more conventional manufacturing methods. AM
comes with the idea that complexity is free, meaning that complex geometries are as expensive
to manufacture as simple geometries. This is partly true, but there remain several design rules
that needs to be considered before manufacturing. The research field Design for Additive Man-
ufacturing (DfAM) consists of research that aims to take advantage of the possibilities of AM
while considering the limitations of the technique.

Computer Aided technologies (CAx) is the name of the usage of methods and software that
aim to support a digital product development process. CAx includes software and methods
for design, the evaluation of designs, manufacturing support, and other things. The common
goal with all CAx disciplines is to achieve better products at a lower cost and with a shorter
development time.

The work presented in this thesis bridges DfAM with CAx with the aim of achieving design
automation for AM. The work reviews the current DfAM process and proposes a new inte-
grated DfAM process that considers the functionality and manufacturing of components. Se-
lected parts of the proposed process are implemented in a case study in order to evaluate the
proposed process. In addition, a tool that supports part of the design process is developed.

The proposed design process implements Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) with
a parametric CAD model that is evaluated from functional and manufacturing perspectives. In
the implementation, a structural component is designed using the MDO framework, which in-
cludes Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) models for structural evaluation, the calculation of
weight, and how much support material that needs to be added during manufacturing. The
component is optimized for the reduction of weight and minimization of support material,
while the stress levels in the component are constrained. The developed tool uses methods
for high level Parametric CAD modelling to simplify the creation of parametric CAD models
based on Topology Optimization (TO) results.

The work concludes that the implementation of CAx technologies in the DfAM process enables
a more automated design process with less manual design iterations than traditional DfAM pro-
cesses. It also discusses and presents directions for further research to achieve a fully automated
design process for Additive Manufacturing.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

One way of dividing manufacturing is into the three categories Subtractive,
Forming, and Additive manufacturing [28]. In subtractive manufacturing,
a larger part of material is split into a desired shape with cutting, milling,
tearing, or other methods. Subtractive manufacturing was first used to cre-
ate tools out of wood or stone. Later humans learned to handle metals such
as gold and copper. These were manufactured using a combination of sub-
tractive and forming techniques. In forming manufacturing, material is re-
arranged to the desired shape with mechanical, thermal or chemical forces.
These two manufacturing categories have been used for thousands of years.
Over the years more types of materials were used, and the methods were
refined for the creation of more complex shapes with higher precision and at
a lower cost [25].

In the 1980s, a new paradigm in manufacturing began with several
patents that focused on how 3D objects could be created by selectively
adding material in a systematized way [19]. After several years with dif-
ferent names, such as 3D printing, rapid prototyping, and rapid manufac-
turing, the standardization organizations ISO and ASTM came with the first
standard in 2013. The standard states that the term Additive Manufactur-
ing (AM) should be used to describe the action of “joining materials to make
parts from 3D model data, usually layer upon layer” [28]. It could be discussed if
techniques such as knitting, painting, or welding should be included in AM,
and the manufacturing technique therefore is much older. This philosophical
discussion is however seen as out of the scope of this thesis.

The last 10-20 years have resulted in large steps in the development of
the AM manufacturing process with several variants of the technique, many
new materials that are possible to process, higher quality of the manufac-
tured parts, and an increased market of cheap machines. Three advantages
of using AM compared to other manufacturing techniques are: the possibil-
ity of creating individualized design without adding cost; the possibility of
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1. INTRODUCTION

creating complex structures with integrated functionality; and the possibility
of creating lighter structures [34]. All of these advantages put high demand
on the design process. While the development of the manufacturing pro-
cesses has gone very fast, knowledge about how to design parts for AM has
not seen the same development. As stated by Simpson [54] today’s design
workflows and software tools do not harmonize well in a Design for Addi-
tive Manufacturing (DfAM) process.

1.1 Background

The research in this thesis is part of the project AddMan [57], which aims
to gain knowledge that brings AM to practical use in the aeronautic area.
This includes work on material characterization, the development of design
tools and methods, and the development of post processing strategies. The
goal with AddMan is to develop an environment where design tools and
methods co-operate with CAE tools and AM knowledge and can be used
when designing components. An overview of this basic idea is shown in
figure 1.

The focus of the research project is on structural components manufac-
tured in metal with the Powder-Bed-Fusion (PBF) AM technique (described
in chapter 2). The developed methods and tools should, however, be gen-
eral and applicable to components manufactured in other materials and with
other AM techniques.

Interface

CAECAECAE
Performance 

evaluation

CAD 
software

Topology 
Optimization CAECAECAE

Manufacturing 
evaluation

AM
printing

Knowledge base

Material 
properties

AM 
process

Post-
processing

Company 
guidelines

Figure 1: Overview of the idea behind the AddMan project [57].
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1.2. Aim

In this thesis, Design Automation (DA) is defined as the use of computer 
technologies in order to automate as many of the repetitive tasks in the de-
sign process as possible. DA not only reduces the time and effort needed to 
design components, but it also has the potential to decrease the risk of human 
error. Since manual effort in the design process is reduced, DA creates the 
possibility for the creation of customized products. An optimization-driven 
DA process also has potential to increase the efficiency of products [31]. The 
advantages of using DA correspond well with the manufacturing possibili-
ties coupled to AM.

Computer Aided technologies (CAx) is a term that describes the use of 
different design, analysis, and manufacturing tools to aid digital product de-
velopment. These technologies are used in order to gain knowledge early in 
the Product Development Process (PDP) with the goal of achieving a shorter 
development process while creating better products. The work presented in 
this thesis is focused on the interaction between different CAx disciplines 
used to design products manufactured using AM. As seen in the AddMan 
overview in figure 1, this includes different methods and tools for optimiza-
tion, design, and performance and manufacturing analysis. It also includes 
the capturing and use of knowledge for AM compiled within the research 
project.

1.2 Aim

The aim of the research is to analyze existing DfAM knowledge and to create 
and evaluate new methods and tools for DfAM. The work was conducted 
on three different levels: first on a methodology level with a focus on gen-
eral design methods; then on a tool level with a focus on the development of 
computer solutions to support the methodology level; and finally on 
an application level focused on the evaluation of the methods and tools in 
different case studies. An overview of the three implementation levels is 
shown in figure 2.

METHODOLOGY TOOL APPLICATION
Development of general 
design methodology for 

AM. Adopted to a 
general product 

development process.

Development of tools to 
aid certain part of the 

general design 
methodology. Mainly 
adopted for structural 

components. 

Implementation of the 
methodology and tools 
in test case scenarios.

Figure 2: The scope covered by the thesis divided into three different levels.

In order to narrow the aim of the work, three research questions were
formulated. The questions point out the direction of the research and are,
therefore, formulated in an open-ended way. This gives the possibility for
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1. INTRODUCTION

broad answers based on the work performed. Together with the scope, pre-
sented in figure 2, the research questions provide an overview for the reader
to understand the context of the work. The research questions are stated
below:

1. What is the state of the art when it comes to DfAM?

2. How can a higher degree of design automation in the DfAM process be
achieved?

3. How can design tools that support a future DfAM process be struc-
tured?

1.3 Research Methodology

The overall research followed the Design Research Methodology (DRM) pre-
sented by Blessing and Chakrabarti [11]. DRM is tailor-made for engineer-
ing design research and aims to find solutions for immediate problems that
society or industry face. The DRM method consists of four steps that are per-
formed in an iterative way until the desired result is achieved, see figure 3.
The four steps are:

• Research Clarification (RC): Build evidence or at least find indications
that the research field is valid, and the research goal is specified.

• Description Study I (DS-I): Identify the main challenges in the research
and determine which factors the continuing research should focus on.

• Prescriptive Study (PS): Development of support that will aid future
work and help to overcome the gap identified in DS-I. The developed
support could be in the form of software, algorithms, or other tools that
aid the design process.

• Description Study II (DS-II): Evaluation of the developed support com-
pared to the research goal.

The steps in the DRM process are reflected in the three separate studies
where the means and goals of the studies are similar to what is proposed
in the DRM. How the work and the appended papers relate to the Design
Research Methodology is visualized in figure 3.
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1.3. Research Methodology

Research Clarification

Descriptive Study I

Prescriptive Study

Descriptive Study II

Observation

Observation & 
Analysis

Assumption & 
Experience

Observation & 
Analysis

Means Step Outcome
Goals

Understanding

Support

Evaluation

Publication

PAPER
III

PAPER
I

PAPER
II

Figure 3: The Design Research Methodology, and how it relates to the ap-
pended papers, after [11].

Paper I consists of a literature review that examines and analyzes today’s
DfAM process. This correlates to the Research Clarification step where the
paper, in addition to a review of existing research, also proposes a DfAM
process that uses a higher degree of design automation. This proposed de-
signed process was used as a guide during the research work. The anal-
yses performed during the work with Paper I also cover part of DS-I. The
review performed in this study follows a structured methodology, which is
presented together with the result of the review in section 4.1.

In Paper II, the main design automation idea proposed in Paper I is imple-
mented in a case study in order to understand the proposed design process.
In practice, the study used existing tools, reduced complexity, and required
more manual work than what is proposed in Paper I. The work corresponds
to DS-I, where the goal is to verify the feasibility and understand the pro-
posed process. The methodology used during the work in Paper II is pre-
sented in section 4.2.

Paper III presents and showcases a solution for the support of part of the
proposed DfAM process. The support is presented as a generic method, but
it is also implemented in a tool. The tool is evaluated in an application on
a component. The work, therefore, corresponds mostly to the PS step of the
Design Research Methodology, but it also performs a minor evaluation and,
therefore, touches on the DS-II step.

The content of the three papers can also be coupled to the three research
levels Methodology, Tool, and Application (see figure 2). The main contri-
bution to the Methodology level is the proposed DfAM process presented in
Paper I, but Paper III also contributes to this process with a more detailed
methodology for part of the design process. The tool developed in Paper III
contributes to the Tool level, and the case studies in Papers II and III con-
tribute to the Application level of the research. The methodology applied
during the research process is based on a deductive research approach [4]
where a theory is collected, based on the theory a hypothesis is formed at
the Methodology level and the Tool level verify that the proposed method
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1. INTRODUCTION

technically can be realized. Finally the Application research level creates ev-
idence for the Tool level.

1.4 Outline of the thesis

This thesis is divided into six chapters; Introduction; Additive Manufacturing;
Computer Aided Technologies; Computer Support for DfAM; Discussion; and Con-
clusions, see figure 4. As the thesis is a compilation of the work presented
in the appended papers the different chapters aim to further describe the
background of the work and how the appended papers relate to each other.
The first chapter, Introduction, provides the reader with the background of the
performed work and shows the direction of the research. The second chapter,
Additive Manufacturing, combines information about Additive Manufacturing
processes and materials with a complied state-of-the-art DfAM process. The
DfAM process is one of the results of Paper I, and hence, the chapter can
be seen as a combination of theory and a contribution of the thesis. Chap-
ter three, Computer Aided Technologies, contains the theory from the CAx area
that was used as a base for the technical implementations of the proposed
DfAM process in Papers II and III. In the fourth chapter, Computer Support for
DfAM, the proposed design method, its contribution, and conclusions from
the three appended papers are presented. Chapters five and six discuss and
conclude the thesis.

Introduction Additive 
Manufacturing

Computer Aided 
Technologies

Computer
Support for DfAM Discussion Conclusions

CONTRIBUTIONTHEORYTHEORY + 
CONTRIBUTION

PAPER
I

1 2 3 4 5 6

PAPER
I

PAPER
II

PAPER
III

Figure 4: Overview of the chapters in the thesis.

A short description of the content of each chapter is presented below:

• Chapter 1: Introduction to the performed work with background, aim,
and research method.

• Chapter 2: Compilation of existing knowledge in the area of AM and
DfAM. Contribution with a compilation of a state-of-the-art design pro-
cess for AM.

• Chapter 3: Theoretical background of different Computer Aided Tech-
nologies and their possibilities.

• Chapter 4: Presentation of the appended papers with the aim of bridg-
ing AM and CAx in order to expand the current design for AM possi-
bilities.

6



1.4. Outline of the thesis

• Chapter 5: Discussion of the research method used, the strengths and
weaknesses of the results, and the work in a larger context.

• Chapter 6: Conclusions of the work with answers to the research ques-
tions.
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CHAPTER 2

Additive Manufacturing

The theory about AM is divided into two sections. In section 2.1, AM is pre-
sented from a manufacturing perspective with an overview of AM technolo-
gies and materials. Since the project is focused on metal manufacturing using
the Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) techniques, this AM category is explained in
more detail. Section 2.2 focuses on Design for Additive Manufacturing. This
section is based on the review of current research, which is presented in Pa-
per I.

2.1 Additive Manufacturing Technologies

AM is defined as the process of the creation of parts by successively adding
material, which is often made in a layer-by-layer approach [28]. AM is not
one manufacturing process, instead it could be divided into seven different
categories where each category is divided into several manufacturing tech-
niques. The seven AM categories are: Vat Photopolymerization, Material Ex-
trusion, Material Jetting, Binder Jetting, Powder Bed Fusion, Direct Energy
Deposition, and Sheet Lamination [18].

As the name implies, Vat Photopolymerization uses a photopolymeriza-
tion reaction to solidify liquids, resins, or photopolymers. Material Extrusion
works by pressing semi-solid material through a nozzle. It is necessary for
the material to solidify while keeping the shape from the nozzle. Material
Jetting has its origins in the 2D Inkjet printing technique and is a combina-
tion of photopolymerization and material extrusion. The build platform and
movement are similar to material extrusion, but instead of pressing a ma-
terial through a nozzle, droplets of material are applied. The droplets are
directly fabricated using photopolymerization. Powder Bed Fusion (PBF) is
a technique where material powder is distributed in a build chamber. The
material is selectively fabricated with an energy source during a sintering or
melting process. Direct Energy Deposition is somewhat similar, but in- stead
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2. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

of adding powder successively in layers within a build chamber, the material
(in powder or wire form) is added directly to the component through some
kind of nozzle. Binder Jetting is a powder bed technique similar to PBF, but
instead of using a heat source to fabricate the object, a binder is applied to the
powder in order to form objects. The last AM category is Sheet Lamination.
In this method, sheets of materials are added and cut into cross-sections of
the desired geometry [19].

An overview of the AM categories together with a description of the pros
and cons of the categories, and some of the available techniques and materi-
als, are shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5: An overview of AM technologies, adapted from [18].

Powder Bed Fusion

The focus of the AddMan research project is metal components manufac-
tured using Powder Bed Fusion. Similar to most AM techniques, Powder
Bed Fusion uses a layer-by-layer by approach to manufacture components.
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2.1. Additive Manufacturing Technologies

The virtual 3D representation of the component is split into layers where the
layers of the component are manufactured as 2D sections that are built on
each other. In PBF, a thin layer of material powder is distributed over a build
platform with a scraper or a roller. A section of the component is then se-
lectively sintered or melted using an energy system in the form of a laser-
or an electron-beam. During the heating, the material fuses before it cools,
and the build platform is lowered a small step before the sequence starts
over in the next layer. The manufacturing on one layer is often referred to
as manufacturing on the XY-plane, while the build direction is referred to as
the Z-axis. The distance the platform moves in height between each layer is
referred to as layer height [19]. As non-manufactured powder surrounds the
component, it gives the component support so that it does not collapse due
to gravitation. Depending on which material and machine are used, high
temperatures may lead to stresses or dislocation in the material. These re-
quire the manufacture of extra material (called support material) to prevent
the AM build from failing. The manufacturing is normally performed inside
an enclosed build chamber where the chemical composition and temperature
of the atmosphere are carefully controlled [19]. An overview of a simple PBF
system is shown in figure 6.

Energy System

Powder delivery
Fabricated object

Roller/ Scraper z

xy

Figure 6: Overview of the Powder Bed Fusion manufacturing process.

Distributors of PBF machines use different names and acronyms for the
technique in their PBF process. Some of the best known are Selective Laser
Sintering (SLS), Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Direct Metal Laser Sintering
(DMLS), and Electron Beam Melting (EBM). Depending on which machine
has been chosen using these techniques, there are variations in the size of
build chamber, number of energy sources used, material available, and other
parameters which effect the manufacturing restraints and time.

These techniques can be divided based on whether a laser or electron
beam is used as the energy source. These will be referred to as Laser Beam
Manufacturing (LBM) and Electron Beam Manufacturing (EBM) hereinafter.
A comparison between some of the manufacturing characteristics for these
two processes are shown in table 1.
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2. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

Table 1: A comparison between some manufacturing features for LBM and
EBM.

EBM LBM
Powder size 45-100 μm [21] 25-45μm [21]

Spot size „0.1 mm [22] „0.01 mm [42]
Layer height 50-100 μm [43] 20-100 μm [23]
Build temp „0.8* melt temperature [42] „90˝ C [42]

Build atmosphere Vacuum [42] Argon or Nitrogen [42]

While LBM transfers heat into a powder, EBM heats the powder bed with
kinetic energy from the accelerated electrons. The collation between the pow-
der bed and the electrons can result in a cloud of powder. This is the reason
the powder used for EBM is larger than the one used for LBM. As a conse-
quence of the higher energy input into the powder bed by the electron beam,
the spot size and layer height are also larger. Both the risk of powder clouds
and the higher energy input of the electron beam explain why the tempera-
ture of the whole build needs to be higher for EBM than for LBM. By heating
the whole build volume to around 80% of the melting temperature, all the
material inside the build chamber is sintered, which reduces the risk of pow-
der clouds during manufacturing. With a heating powder surrounding the
manufactured areas, a steady state environment is formed, which reduces
the risk of thermal stress, which, in turn, could lead to deformation in the
build [19].

The most revealing effect on geometrical constraints is that LBM can man-
ufacture smaller details and inner structures that are not possible with EBM.
On the other hand, the larger energy input, spot size, and layer height used
with the electron beam enables faster manufacturing. The more homoge-
neous temperature and properties of the build volume in EBM also creates
the potential to pack components on top of each other within the same build,
which is not possible with LBM. However, the total build time is quite similar
for EBM and LBM because of the preparation time required for EBM when
vacuum is to be created and the build volume is to be heated [19].

The mechanical properties of metals manufactured with PBF are compa-
rable to wrought material. The static properties in terms of Yield Strength
(YS) and Ultimate Tensile Strength (UTS) are relatively similar among ma-
terials manufactured with LBM and EBM. EBM shows more homogeneous
properties, while LBM has better properties in the build direction than within
a layer [17]. When it comes to fatigue properties, metals from PBF show sig-
nificantly worse properties than wrought material. EBM shows both worse
surface roughness and fatigue behavior than LBM- manufactured compo-
nents [32]. An overview of static material properties for LBM- and EBM
manufactured Ti-6Al-4V is presented in table 2.
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Table 2: Material properties for Ti-6Al-4V manufacture by PBF, adapted from
[17].

EBM LBM
Orientation XY Z XY Z
YS (MPa) 848 841 887 946

UTS (MPa) 946 946 997 1010
Surface

roughness (Ra) Top: „199 Side: „594 Top: „124 Side: „318

2.2 Design for Additive Manufacturing

Design for Additive Manufacturing (DfAM) has its origins in the research
field Design for Manufacturing (DFM). Anderson [5] defines DFM as design
of a product while the manufacturing, testing, assembly, service, repair, and
cost are optimized. At the same time, the safety, time-to-market, functional-
ity, and styling are not to be compromised.

Exactly how this is translated into DfAM is not standardized. Instead,
there are several different approaches to defining and splitting up current
research. These approaches include everything from how to choose which
parts are suitable for AM, to how to best calibrate the AM machine. How-
ever, two different divisions of research into DfAM have been presented by
Thompson et al. [61] and by Rosen [49]. Thompson divides the area of
DfAM into the following levels: Part level with macro-scale complexity; Ma-
terial level with micro scale complexity; and Product level with multi-scale
complexity. In contrast to Rosen who divides DfAM into the three sub cat-
egories: Process Design; Materials Design; and Part/Product Design. These
categories resemble the ones proposed by Thompson, but the Material level
in Thompson’s research is split based on whether the process time and cost
or the material are affected. Instead, the Part and Product levels are included
in one category.

In Paper I, a DfAM categorization inspired by the ones from Thompson
[61] and Rosen [49] is presented. The categorization focuses on the role of
the design engineers in the design process, and it consists of three levels:
System design; Part design; and Process design. The levels are to be seen
as three stages of the design process. The System design level contains re-
search that supports the selection of components suitable for manufacturing
with AM and design on an overall product level. Part design contains re-
search that supports the design of single components. The research within
the Process design level is coupled to the manufacturing process, including
manufacturing simulation, machine parameter settings, cost modelling, and
other choices that influence the manufacturing process.
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2. ADDITIVE MANUFACTURING

With the three design levels as a base, different design activities form a
state-of-the-art DfAM process, presented in Paper I. The activities are taken
from current research in the field, which includes both overall design meth-
ods and tools, and research in specific areas. Examples of publications that
present overall design methods with similar steps are Salonitis and Zarban
[51], Orquera et al. [44], and Ponche et al [46]. The proposed design levels
and activities are presented in figure 7. The arrows back to earlier activities
show where changes can be made if the analyses within the activity does not
meet the identified demands.

Description Activities
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Preparation of 
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process
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AM preparation

Validation of build 
time and cost

AM simulation

Manufacturing and 
post-processing

Figure 7: Design levels and activities which together form a state of the art
design process for AM.

System Design

The activities on the System Design level identify the parts suitable for man-
ufacturing with AM and define the design problem. Klahn et al. [35] state
that AM can be used as a manufacturing method either as an initial manufac-
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turing method that is later changed for another final manufacturing method
when production volumes increase or the product matures, or as a perma-
nent manufacturing solution. The usage of AM as an initial solution for man-
ufacturing makes it possible to start with a low quantity of products and en-
ables easy changes to the product based on early customer feedback, much
like prototyping. On the other hand, if AM is chosen as a permanent man-
ufacturing solution, it creates the potential to create products with complex
shapes, compared to conventional manufacturing. This potential includes
parts with integrated functionality and lightweight structures [34]. These
advantages of AM have the potential to add economic, ecological, or experi-
ence value to the product [27].

Defining the design problem is about defining boundaries between parts
in a product. In most cases, it is proposed to reduce the number of parts
within an assembly in order to exploit the AM advantage of integrated func-
tionality and to reduce the cost of assembly. Different approaches to do-
ing this are proposed in current research where Rodrigue and Rivette [48]
propose a method supporting the reduction of parts in an existing assem-
bly. Orquere et al. [44] propose a more optimization-driven approach where
kinematic and mechanical analyses are performed on simple representations
of the products in order to identify part boundaries. Also Bin Maidin [39]
proposes a simulation-driven approach where a database with different de-
sign features that take advantage of AM possibilities is combined once the
boundaries have been defined.

The final step in the System Design phase is the material selection part. In
AM, the choice of material is tightly connected to which AM techniques and
machines that are available [18]. Most material manufactured with AM is
anisotropic, which means that mechanical properties are dependent on both
the design of the part and the manufacturing process. Thomas [60] discusses
the connection between surface roughness, material properties, geometry,
and manufacturing for laser PBF. Yang and Zhao [64] discuss the connection
between functional requirements, product breakdown, and material selec-
tion. A more detailed description of the System design phase is given in
Paper I.

Part Design

When a product is decomposed into parts, the activities on the Part Design
level are intended to design a single part in order to fully exploit the advan-
tages of AM. For structural components, the most frequently used method
for the creation of initial designs is Topology Optimization (TO). In recent
years, several publications have focused on how TO formulations can be
adapted to create designs suitable for manufacturing with AM [38]. Direct
usage of results from TO is, however, in most cases, not possible, and some
kind of modification is necessary [65, 59]. For components with a purpose
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other than structural different ideation methods that support the process of
creating innovative solutions have been proposed. Different methods that
use design cards or databases with innovative design solutions have been
proposed to support this process [39, 10, 12].

While the creation of initial design aims to use different methods to cre-
ate a concept, the interpretation of the initial design is to create a geometry
that fulfils both manufacturing and functional requirements. A compilation
of design rules for AM that explain what is preferable to manufacture and
what is not is presented by Lammers et al. [36]. In addition to design rules
for normal geometries, AM also makes it possible to manufacture different
types of lattice structures. Two different methods for the creation of lattice
structures is presented by Zhang et al. [66]. The creation of lattice structures
is a popular topic in research, such as [58, 8]. The practical work of creat-
ing the design is mainly focused on the usage of traditional CAD software.
However, when it comes to the design of lattice structures, software such as
Netfabb [7] and Materialise [40] (and others) can support the process.

The verification of design in this step is focused on the verification of
functional requirements, including for example structural calculations and
other analyses. This activity is not AM-specific and regular Computer Aided
Engineering (CAE) analysis is required. What adds complexity to simula-
tions of AM materials is the anisotropic material behavior and the surface
roughness, which is dependent on build direction and the geometry of the
part.

Process Design

Once a part has been adapted for AM using design rules and verified for
functional requirements, the activities on the process design level are to pre-
pare and verify the manufacturing of components. Since most metal AM
techniques require some sort of support structure to prevent deformation
during manufacturing, the first activity is to add support structures to the
build. A review of different types of support structures and when they are
necessary is presented by Jiang et al. [30].

The second activity of process design is AM preparation. An AM prepa-
ration consists of the setup of various manufacturing-related choices and ac-
tivities, such as layer height, slicing of geometry, settings for path planning,
and choice of machine parameters. All manufacturing settings are coupled
to each other, and the settings can have a major influence on the manufactur-
ing result [84]. The settings that are possible to change depends on the choice
of machine and material used.

Based on the machine, geometry, material, and number of parts manu-
factured in the same build, the third process design step is to calculate the
build time and cost of the component. Several different cost models for AM
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exist. Costabile et al. [19] present a review of current approaches to cost
calculations for AM products.

The fourth and final activity on the process design level is AM simulation.
In this step, the manufacturability of the component is verified by perform-
ing a simulation of the manufacturing process. The simulation can be based
on physical laws, empirical tests, or a combination of these two [9].

Different commercial software support one or several activities on the
process design level. Examples of software are Netfabb [7], Materilise [40],
Siemens NX [52], Simplify 3D [53], 3Dsim [1], and Simufact Additive [41].
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CHAPTER 3

Computer Aided Technologies

Computer Aided Technologies (CAx) is an umbrella term for the usage of
computer-based methods and software to aid design, analysis, and manu-
facturing of components [15]. The introduction of CAx enables a simulation-
driven Product Development Process (PDP). A simulation-driven PDP in-
creases knowledge of a product early in the development process and,
thereby, overcomes the product development paradox. The paradox states
that, in the beginning of a project, the knowledge of a product is low, but
the freedom to make changes is great. Later in the project, knowledge of
the product is, instead, large, but the cost of making changes is high [33]. If
this can be overcome, the development time and cost of new products can be
decreased.

This chapter presents the theories in three different CAx fields, which in
different ways, contribute to the research herein. Section 3.1 presents the the-
ory of Computer Aided Design (CAD). CAD is central to the development of
new physical products. The second section, Knowledge Based Engineering
(KBE), presents theory about how knowledge can be automatically saved
and used during a simulation-driven design process. KBE in combination
with CAD is one of the main enablers for design automation. The third and
last area that is discussed in this chapter is design optimization. The addi-
tion of design optimization to CAD and KBE not only enables the automatic
creation of designs but also the creation of optimal designs.

3.1 Computer Aided Design

CAD is one of the central technologies in modern product development. A
CAD model contains geometrical information on a product and can be used
as visualization, as a base for computer-based simulations and the evaluation
of product properties, and as a base for manufacturing. Depending on how
the CAD model is to be used, the geometrical representation is performed in
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different ways. An ideal CAD model in product development should be able
to perform all of the above but also be easy to change and update based on
feedback from manufacturing, functional evaluation, aesthetics, or other.

This section is divided into two sub-sections. First the background and
theory of CAD in relation to AM are presented. This is followed by the theory
of parametric CAD.

CAD for Additive Manufacturing

AM preparation is traditionally done in separate software that reads one or
more geometries, places them in a build chamber, and prepares all manu-
facturing steps with the addition of support material, slicing and path plan-
ning, the control of settings, and the creation of g-code [19]. Historically, the
STL file format has been used for AM preparation software. STL is a simple
format built on tessellation of the geometry where three points build up tri-
angles representing the surface of the geometry. The advantage of the STL
format is that it is easy to read and to perform mathematical operations on.
However, it also has several disadvantages where the biggest is that the rep-
resentation of the geometry is approximate since the triangles are flat and do
not take care of curvatures in the geometry. By reducing the triangle size,
the accuracy can be increased, but this means a larger file size [24]. Other
disadvantages with the use of STL files are the risk of errors with holes in the
geometry and the difficulty of changing the geometry.

Two file formats, AMF by ISO/ASTM [29] and 3MF by the 3MF consor-
tium [2], have been developed in attempts to overcome some of the disad-
vantages of STL. These both contain more information than an STL file, such
as lattice representation, material, color, texture, build direction, and sup-
port structure. These two formats can also describe curvature and, thereby,
perform a mathematically correct representation of the geometry. The STL,
AMF, and 3MF file formats are adapted for usage during manufacturing
preparation and not during creation and changes to the geometry. There-
fore, other formats are needed during the design process.

Parametric CAD modelling

An essential component to achieve design automation is a geometrical repre-
sentation that can easily be adapted to desired changes. A way to overcome
this difficulty is the usage of parametric CAD models that are controlled
by a set of parameters. Parametric CAD modelling can be split into two
parts, morphological and topological modelling. Morphological parametric
CAD modelling allows easy changes to lengths, radius, widths, positions
of splines, and other existing geometrical features. Topological parametric
CAD modelling, on the other hand, controls the addition and subtraction of
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features. The topological changes are enabled by High Level CAD templates
(HLCt), which are predefined groups of CAD features [3].

CAD software can be compared to a pile of LEGO bricks where functions
for the creation of different geometries are integrated, but no instructions for
how they are to be used are integrated. Morphological CAD changes are
like changing the size or color of a single LEGO brick. While topological
changes are similar to adding or removing different bricks, HLCt are like
simple structures put together with a couple of bricks. These can, then, be
combined in order to create more advanced structures. The combination of
morphological and topological parametric modelling can be used in order to
create advanced structures that are still easy to change. An overview of the
principles of parametric CAD modelling is shown in figure 8.

CAD Templates High Level Parametric 
CAD modelling

Morphological Topological

Figure 8: Principles for high level parametric CAD modelling.

The morphological and topological changes can also be split into levels,
depending on how the changes are implemented. Morphological changes
can be controlled by simple parameters, relations, or scripts. Topological
changes can be made by just copying one object multiple times or by instan-
tiating objects with the same base but where changes to the object are made
for each copy [3]. An illustration of these stages is presented in figure 9.

In order for a parametric CAD model to be useful for fast changes dur-
ing product development, it not only needs to be flexible but also robust in
order to not fail to update when changes are applied [3]. Xu [63] compares
this to building a house of cards; if the foundation is not well built, it will
collapse. In order to achieve such a model, it is recommended to use a struc-
tured modelling approach [50]. One approach easy to understand and use is
the resilient modelling approach [13]. The resilient modelling approach con-
sists of six groups of features in a hierarchy where the features in each group
add complexity to the model. It is not allowed to create a feature from a
lower hierarchical group based on references from features higher in the hier-
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Figure 9: Levels of automation for creation of models within parametric
modelling, after [3].

archy. The different groups of features are presented in paper III, the resilient
modelling strategy is used as support for the decomposition of geometries in
order to create a hierarchy of CAD features within CAD templates.

3.2 Knowledge Based Engineering

Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) is an area that tries to bridge the gap
between engineering design, artificial intelligence, and programming. La
Rocca [47] defines KBE as a collection of methods and software to support
the capture and reuse of knowledge during the product development pro-
cess with the goal to decrease development time and cost. These techniques
is applied in Paper III where KBE is used to save information necessary to
automatically perform different CAE simulations.

Knowledge within a system can be based on two different knowledge
constructions: rules and frames. Rules are based on simple if-then con-
structions, while frames are more complex constructions that use objects
and relations among different objects. The frame knowledge representa-
tion is tightly coupled to the development of object-oriented programming
languages. KBE systems often have a more formal declaration of objects
and rules than traditional object-oriented programming languages. A class
within a KBE system typically consists of a name, a list of inputs with param-
eter values specific for the current instantiation of the class, a list of objects
that is referred to when an object is instantiated, and a list of functions de-
scribing what can be done with the class [47].
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Table 3: Groups of features within the resilient modelling strategy, adapted
from [13].

Group Description
Typical
features

Notes

1 - Ref
All “Reference” entities
are first, making them
available to all features

Ref. Bodies, Images,
Sketches, Ref Planes,

Coord. systems

No
Solids

2 - Construction

Construction features
that will be used to

define complex solid
features

Surfaces, Project,
3D Curves, Trim,

Split

No
Solids

3 - Core

Core features that
determine the model’s

shape, extents and
orientation

Extrude, Sweep,
Revolve, Shell

Add
material

4 - Detail

Detail features
complete the shape

by only linking
to the core group

Extrude, Sweep, Hole,
Revolve, Thread

Remove
material

5 - Modify
Tilt faces and replicate

features, then add
any final features

Draft, Pattern,
Mirror, Final

Features

6 - Quarantine
Volatile features that

should only be
children

Chamfer, Fillet,
Blend

Largest
first

The combination of knowledge saved in a KBE system and the geomet-
rical modelling approach in high-level parametric CAD modelling enables
the automatic creation of designs based on a few, or no, manual inputs [26].
Verhagen et al. [62] state: "one of the hallmarks of the KBE approach is to au-
tomate repetitive, non-creative design tasks". Skarka [55] adds that up to 80%
of the time for product development is spent on repetitive tasks, while only
20% is spent on innovative design tasks. By implementing KBE in the pro-
cess, the time spent on routine tasks can be minimized, resulting in time for
innovative work and a time profit.

In Paper III, KBE was used to save manufacturing information in order
to automatically export models for manufacturing and CAE analyses.

3.3 Design Optimisation

While parametric CAD modelling and Knowledge Based Engineering are
enablers to automatically create and evaluate products, design optimization
can be used to find the design that best fits a set of defined requirements. A
general optimization problem is formulated with one or more objective func-
tions that describe the goal of the optimization. This can be minimization or
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maximization of cost, performance, weight, or other characteristics. It is also
necessary to define what limits the design solution. This is called constraints
and can be formulated as inequality or equality constraints. Finally, the type
of variables and how they are allowed to change during optimization also
have to be defined [45]. An example of a general optimization formulation
with two objectives is shown in 3.1.

min
x

f1(x), f2(x)

s.t. gj(x) ď 0 j = 1...m,

hj(x) = 0 j = 1...p,

xu ď xi ď xl

(3.1)

Optimization problems can be classified in several different ways, based
on if they are single- or multi-objective problems, if the problem is convex
or non-convex, if the objectives and constraints are linear or non-linear, and
if the variables are continuous or discrete [45]. The optimization framework
for AM, which is proposed in Paper I and implemented in Paper II, includes
both functional and manufacturing-related objectives, which makes it multi-
objective. Since the objectives and constraints are calculated based on ad-
vanced simulation models, the problem is non-linear.

The continuation of the section contains the theory used in the present
work, including theory about structural optimization, Multidisciplinary Op-
timization, and optimization algorithms.

Structural Optimization

Optimization of geometrical structures can be divided into three types: size,
shape, and Topology Optimization (TO), where each type has its advantages
and disadvantages. The largest differences between the three are how the
design variables controlling the geometry are defined. During size optimiza-
tion, the geometry is defined as a set of trusses or beams with variables such
as thickness and length. In shape optimization, the geometry is based on
variables that control a more advanced representation of the geometry. In
TO, the geometry is defined as a mesh where the density of each element is
used as a design variable. A density of one means that that particular point
in the design space should be filled with material, and zero means that it
should not [14]. An example of how the results of a simple beam optimiza-
tion problem can look for the three different structural optimization types is
shown in figure 10.

TO is characterized by its free-form possibilities and the possibility of
creating a design "out of nothing", compared to the others that typically start
from an initial structure. The input for a TO is a geometrical design space
(where placing material is allowed) with corresponding material properties,
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Size Optimisation Shape Optimisation Topology Optimisation

Figure 10: An example of what the result from the three structural optimiza-
tion types could look like.

a set of load conditions, constraints for the optimization, and an objective
function. Before the optimization starts, the defined design space is meshed,
and the density of each mesh element is used as a design variable during the
optimization. For each design iteration, a FE analysis is performed and based
on the result the design variables are updated before the next iteration. The
constraints and objective functions of the optimization can be formulated
in different ways, but two of the most common ways are: minimization of
compliance (deformation of the structure) while a certain percentage of the
design volume is filled with material; and minimization of mass while the
stress level is constrained. The output from TO is the optimal distribution of
material based on the optimization setup realized in the form of a geomet-
ric mesh. Central to TO is the FE analysis, and even though a lot of effort
has been put into the creation of formulations that take into account man-
ufacturing features, thermal analysis, and others, TO is primarily a tool for
the creation of structures based on structural requirements, such as stiffness
under mass or stress constraints.

In this thesis, the connection between TO and shape optimization form
the base for the automated DfAM process presented in Paper I. Since shape
optimization requires a parametric CAD model with design variables cou-
pled to geometrical features, an automated DfAM process requires a cou-
pling between TO results and parametric CAD. In Paper II, this is a manual
process, and Paper III presents a method to overcome this gap.

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization

The usage of parametric CAD models in shape optimization creates the po-
tential to include one or several other CAE software into a common optimiza-
tion framework. Since real-world design problems are often more difficult
than a structural evaluation with solely one objective, shape optimization
can gradually evolve into more advanced formulations [6]. In Multidisci-
plinary Design Optimization (MDO), multiple CAE tools are combined in
order to analyze a design from several perspectives, and the result is that a
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variety of characteristics can be used as constraints and objectives. This often
includes characteristics from both the design and business perspectives [56].

Optimisation Algorithms

There are a multitude of methods and algorithms to solve different optimiza-
tion problems. These can be divided into two categories: derivative and non-
derivative methods [6]. As the name implies, the derivative methods use dif-
ferent degrees of the derivative of the objective functions in order to find the
optimum, while the non-derivative methods are often considered as black-
box methods. The derivative approaches typically conduct the search in the
direction for where the derivative of the objective functions is the greatest.
This make the methods effective for simple convex problems without sev-
eral local optima. On the other hand, the non-derivative methods do not
get stuck in local optima but search for global optima. However, they often
require more design evaluations.

Genetic Algorithms (GA) is a non-derivative type of evolutionary opti-
mization algorithms that mimic evolution in nature to find an optimum de-
sign [20]. The method is built around several generations of design solutions,
each generation of which contains a set of individuals. For each generation,
the individuals with the best objective values are mated with each other in
order to create new individuals for the next generation. The individuals are
represented by a chromosome that is created based on the design variable
values. During the mating, the chromosomes of the different individuals
are combined with each other so that the offspring receive some information
from each of the two parents. GAs are robust and work for a large set of
different problems, and they are also easily adopted for multi-objective op-
timization, see for example [16]. The downside of GAs is the optimization
time, as a large number of design evaluations are necessary to reach conver-
gence

Paper II compares derivative and non-derivative optimization ap-
proaches to optimize the build direction of a part. While the derivative
method finds the best build direction to minimize the need of a support
structure needed during AM, the non-derivative method ends up with a lo-
cal minimum. A multi-objective GA is also used to optimize the shape of a
geometry in order to minimize both the amount of support structure and the
weight of the part.
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CHAPTER 4

Computer Support for DfAM

The three appended papers are summarized in this chapter. The papers ex-
plore the type of computer support that is favorable when designing for AM,
how AM computer support should be used, and how the support can be de-
signed. The chapter is divided based on the three appended papers where
the method used, the contribution, and the conclusions for each paper are
presented.

4.1 Paper I - A review of DfAM methodology

Paper I consists of both an elaborated review of research published in the
area of design for AM and a proposal for a future DfAM process. The re-
view includes terminology, trends, classification, generic and specific design
methods, and existing software. The identified literature was compiled to a
state-of-the-art design process with support in the form of specific methods
or software mapped to each step in the design process. This review is the
foundation for the theory presented in section 2.2, and is described in detail
in Paper I. The proposed future design process is presented in this section.

Applied Method

The method used during the review consisted of six rounds of search, catego-
rization, and selection of publications. In the first round, publications were
identified by implementing different search words and strings in a search
engine. Rounds two to four were dedicated to the systematic review and
removal of the publications identified in the first round. Snowballing was
used in round five to identify publications not previously identified. Round
six was dedicated to the identification of software supporting the DfAM pro-
cess. Over 6000 publications were identified and reviewed during the pro-
cess. An overview of the activities during the review process and the number
of publications revised during each step is presented in figure 11.
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Figure 11: Method used during the review process.

Results and Contribution

The review showed that today’s design process and software mainly focus on
an iterative process where steps need to be repeated manually based on in-
formation gained in later steps. An alternative process based on a design au-
tomation approach is proposed in order to achieve a design process with less
repetitive work. If the repetitive work of editing the design based on man-
ufacturing, structural, and other performance information can be reduced,
time can, instead, be spent on creative tasks. This has the potential to lead to
better and cheaper components.

The proposed design automation process includes the same design steps
as the best practice design process (presented in figure 7) but with an auto-
matic feedback loop between several of the steps. As shown in figure 12, the
first three design steps, where a component suitable for AM is chosen and
the design problem is defined, still need to be performed manually.

The following design steps, including the creation of the initial design, in-
terpretation of the initial design, and evaluation of manufacturing and func-
tional demands are incorporated into a design automation framework. This
creates an integrated design process where component function and manu-
facturing are optimized simultaneously. Central to the framework is a para-
metric CAD model that is based on the initial design. This model should
be able to represent the shape of the result from the initial design but also be
sufficiently flexible to transform varied shapes based on functional and man-
ufacturing feedback. In addition to being flexible, the interpreted parametric
model should also be able to export models adopted for various functional
and manufacturing simulations in the design automation loop.
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Figure 12: Simulation driven design process for AM, as an enhancement of
the state-of-the-art process presented in figure 7.

Conclusions Paper I

Paper I presents an extensive review of the field DfAM, where the focus is
on the role of the design engineer in the DfAM process. A state of the art
DfAM process is presented and existing publications are coupled to each
step of the process. A summary of these findings is presented in section 2.2.
A contribution to existing research is made in the form of a presentation of
an improved DfAM process that is based on design automation. The design
automation process includes the same steps as the state-of-the-art process
but with an automatic feedback loop between several of the steps is used to
achieve design automation.

Further details of the performed review and the proposed process can be
found in Paper I. Part of the proposed process is implemented in a computer
tool and applied in Papers II and III.

4.2 Paper II - A DfAM case study

Paper II consists of a case study that demonstrates selected parts of the de-
sign process presented in Paper I. The case study focuses on essential parts
of the proposed design automation DfAM framework, where a parametric
CAD model is used to optimize both the functionality and the manufactura-
bility of a specific component. In this study, an upright in a formula student
car [37] is designed using the proposed optimization framework. While the
design process in Paper I proposes advanced manufacturing simulation in
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the design automation framework, a simpler geometrical-based evaluation
is used in the case study.

Applied Method

The method applied in Paper II is based on the automated design for the AM
process shown in figure 12. However, the method is limited to one model for
structural verification and one model for support structure evaluation. The
work of interpreting the initial design into a parametric CAD model is also
done manually.

In the paper, Topology Optimization is used for the creation of an initial
design. A parametric CAD model is created and used for functional evalu-
ation of a component including weight calculations, and it is also used for
verification, so that the stresses do not exceed the material’s yield limit. One
model for the evaluation of the manufacturability is implemented, which
evaluates how much support material is necessary during the build process.
The method is shown in figure 13.

Creation 
of initial 
design

Interpretation 
of initial 
design

Trade-off for 
choice of final 

design

Update 
interpreted design

Figure 13: Method used in Paper II.

Results and Contribution

In the case study, the interface to other components and a worst-load-case
were given by the formula student team. Based on the given interfaces, a
design space was created. The design space was, together with the given
load case, used for the performance of a TO of the component. The TO was
performed with the objective of minimizing weight and with the maximum
allowed stress as a constraint.

The result from the TO was used to inspire the creation of a parametric
CAD model. This was done manually but with a structured method where
trusses were created by combining splines with cross-sections along each
truss. Both the splines and the cross-sections were able to be changed based
on parametric input variables. An example of the creation of the parametric
CAD model is shown in figure 14.

The parametric CAD model was used to evaluate the mass of the struc-
ture, and it was also used in an FE model to calculate the stress in the struc-
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Figure 14: Example of the method used for creation of the parametric CAD
model.

ture. Finally, a model that calculates how large an area of the model that is in
need of support structure during the build process was created. These mod-
els were combined in two different optimization frameworks, both of which
aimed to minimize the mass of the component and the amount of support
structure needed, while ensuring that the stress constraint was not violated.

The two frameworks differed in the way they were formulated to solve
the problem. Framework I was distributed where one global and one local
optimization were used to solve the problem. In the global framework, pa-
rameters coupled to the geometry were varied. In the local optimization,
the build direction was changed during the optimization. In Framework II,
a monolithic optimization formulation was used where both the geometry
and the build direction were considered at the same time. An illustration of
Framework I is shown in figure 15, and Framework II is illustrated in figure
16.
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Figure 15: A distributed multidisci-
plinary optimisation framework for
AM.
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Figure 16: A monolithic multidisci-
plinary optimisation framework for
AM.
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Equation 4.1 shows the mathematical formulation of the global optimiza-
tion in Framework I. The formulation for the local optimization is shown in
4.2.

min
x

F(x) = [ f1(x), f2(x)]

s.t. g(x) ă σmax,

x = [x1, x2, ..., xn],

xi,min ď xi ď xi,max

(4.1)

min
α1, α2

f2(α1, α2)

s.t. 0 ď α1 ď 180,

0 ď α2 ă 360

(4.2)

The mathematical formulation for optimization Framework II is shown
in equation 4.3.

min
x, α1, α2

F(x, α1, α2) = [ f1(x), f2(x, α1, α2)]

s.t. g(x) ă σmax,

x = [x1, x2, ..., xn],

xi,min ď xi ď xi,max,

0 ď α1 ď 180,

0 ď α2 ă 360

(4.3)

In all formulations, x represents variables that manipulate the geometry
of the component, whereas the alfas represent the build direction. A genetic
optimization algorithm was used for the global optimization in Framework
I and the monolithic optimization approach in Framework II. A compari-
son between different optimization algorithms was performed for the local
optimization in Framework I. Different settings for genetic algorithms and
gradient-based algorithms were evaluated. It was concluded that the start-
ing point of the gradient-based algorithms highly influenced the result as
the optimization often got stuck in local optimums. Therefore, a genetic al-
gorithm was chosen for the local optimization.

On a desktop computer (Intel Core I7-62820HQ CPU 2.70GHz, 8GB
RAM), the simulation time per design for Framework I, including local op-
timization, is around 5 minutes and 30 seconds. An optimization with 60
individuals and 30 generations resulted in a total optimization time of 142h
and 30 minutes. The simulation time per design for Framework II is around
1 minute. 70 individuals and 40 generations were used for the optimization,
and this resulted in a total optimization time of 46 hours and 40 minutes.

Some of the designs from the Pareto fronts achieved from the distributed
approach in Framework I and the monolithic approach in Framework II are
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presented in figure 17. Design 1-3 in the figure originates from Framework
I, while Design 4-7 originates from Framework II. An analysis of the result
direct from the TO is shown in the figure.
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Figure 17: Results from the performed optimisation.

When the results from Framework I were studied separately, it was con-
cluded that the results had not converged. This explains why Framework
I shows worse results for Designs 1 and 2 than for Designs 4 and 5 from
Framework II. The results from Framework II are, thus, comparable to or
better than the results from Framework I and were also achieved one third
of the time.

The results show that the proposed optimization framework could
achieve designs with a weight similar to the result directly from the TO but
with six percent less support. The same framework also came up with a
design with a weight increase of three percent but with 45 percent less sup-
port material. A more detailed discussion of the proposed method and the
obtained results are available in Paper II

Conclusions Paper II

Paper II presents a study where an upright of a formula student car was de-
signed using a design automation framework. The design framework con-
tained the essential step of the DfAM process proposed in Paper I. Topology
Optimization was used in the paper for the creation of an initial design. The
TO was manually interpreted into a parametric CAD model. The parametric
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CAD model was used in a design automation framework that automatically
verifies functional and manufacturing characteristics. Functional verification
was done in the form of structural and weight analyses. Manufacturability
was analyzed with a model that evaluates the amount of support structure
needed during manufacturing.

The work indicates great potential to increase the manufacturability of a
component if the objectives coupled to functionality and manufacturing are
combined as proposed in Paper I.

4.3 Paper III - Development of a tool supporting the DfAM

process

Paper III focuses on the development of a method for how geometrical in-
formation can be handled during an automated design for the AM process.
The study presents a method that supports the transformation of results from
an initial design created with TO to an interpretation of the initial design.
The interpreted design is in the form of a parametric CAD model. In ad-
dition to easy change of the model, the presented method also allows auto-
matic export of models for functional and manufacturing verification. The
method was implemented in a tool that uses KBE to create the parametric
CAD model. The tool also enabled the storage of manufacturing information
that could be used to export models for manufacturing along with a model
for structural analysis. The tool was applied on a structural component that
was part of an aircraft door.

Applied Method

The aim of Paper III was to overcome the gap between the initial design
and the interpreted design, see figure 12. The method in Paper III takes a
closer look at the particular part of the DfAM process proposed in Paper
I. The interpreted geometry is central to this process and has to be easy to
change, flexible, and able to prepare geometries for manufacturing and CAE
verification. The model should also be possible to create with as little manual
input as possible.

Paper III proposes using a master model approach to save information
during the design process. The master model contains information that
makes it possible to automatically adjust the geometry and make changes
in order to export models for different usage. For manufacturing, a model
needs to contain information that supports the generic AM process presented
by Gibson et al. [19]. This includes the steps CAD, STL, AM prepared geome-
try, machine setup, build, removal, post-processing, and application. Figure
18 shows a proposal for how information coupled to the geometry can be
handled during the design process. A file for manufacturing is created based
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on the master model, while the interpreted geometry (or master model) rep-
resents what the final geometry should look like. The manufacturing ge-
ometry represents what the geometry should look like after manufacturing,
but before additional post processing. Compared to the interpreted geom-
etry, this could have additional material on surfaces that need to be post-
processed, for example, with traditional milling. The manufacturing geom-
etry is prepared for manufacturing by being sliced and path planned. The
geometry after the AM manufacturing, referred to as Manufactured geom-
etry, contains support and other additional material that is removed before
the final geometry is achieved. In this process, the manufacturing geome-
try can be used for CAE validation of design rules, while the AM prepared
geometry forms the base for simulation of the AM process.

In parallel to the validation of manufacturing, the geometry is also vali-
dated for functional requirements through various CAE analyses. The CAE
analyses aim to represent the behavior of the component for a specific analy-
sis, and the geometry therefore needs to be adapted for each specific analysis.
Only structural validation is implemented in the tool developed in Paper III,
but the method is general and can be applied to other CAE analyses.

Figure 18 shows the method where a Master Model, interpreted from a
TO result, is the base for preparing geometries and information for manufac-
turing along with functional verification.
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Figure 18: A Master Model approach to support an automated DfAM pro-
cess.

Results and Contribution

The methodology applied in Paper III was realized with CAD templates that
were instantiated into a CAD system. The CAD templates were formalized in
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an object-oriented programming language where each knowledge template
corresponds to a programming class. The classes consist of three types of
attributes: Reference; Relation; and Information. The Reference attributes cor-
respond to parameters that control the topological instantiation of the CAD
template in the CAD system. These attributes also create a connection be-
tween the different objects in the system. The Relation attributes control pa-
rameters coupled to morphological changes. Information attributes contain
information that affects the geometry during the export of manufacturing or
CAE models. Each programming class contains three methods that can cre-
ate, modify, and delete an object. In addition to these three methods, the class
can also contain methods that apply changes to the geometry when models
for manufacturing and CAE are exported. These changes are controlled by
the Information attributes. An example of a class is shown in figure 19.

Ball1
position = pos1

size = 15.3
colour = “Red”

create()
modify()
delete()

exportManufacturing ()
exportCAE1()

Name
Reference
Relation
Information

Ball2
position = pos2

size = 12.5
colour = “Blue”

create()
modify()
delete()

exportManufacturing ()
exportCAE1()

Attributes

Identity

Methods

Instance 1 Instance 2

Figure 19: Format of the objects used to save different kind of information.

In parallel to the CAD model, it is proposed that information is saved in
a relational database coupled to the system. The relational database has four
tables (A-D) where Table A consists of the ID number and the name of the
instantiated object, Table B consists of the ID number and the type of class,
Table C consists of a list of the attributes that exist for each class, Table D
contains the values of the attributes for the instantiated objects. An example
of what the database would look like for the objects in figure 19 is shown in
table 4.

The proposed method uses a function-mean modelling approach to iden-
tify the classes when a system is developed. This is showcased by the de-
velopment of a system for the creation of parametric CAD models of struc-
tural components based on TO results. The main functions of a structural
component are to transfer loads among components and to attach to other
components. Two means (rivet and bolt) are implemented to attach to other
components. For the transfer of loads, the creation of a truss structure is
supported, as described in Paper III.
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Table 4: Example of the relational database used.

Table A Table B Table C Table D
ID Name ID Class Class Attribute ID Attribute Value
1 Ball1 1 Ball Ball Position 1 Position Pos1
2 Ball2 2 Ball Ball Size 1 Size 15.3

Ball Colour 1 Colour Red
2 Position Pos2
2 Size 12.5
2 Colour Blue

The developed system is supported with a user interface that is divided
into four different sections. As seen in figure 20, the model is prepared in the
first section, and the surrounding components and TO result are imported
into a common assembly. The means that solve the identified functions are
created in the second and third sections. During this process, the interface
guides the user by sometimes describing actions that need to be done in the
CAD system and sometimes asking the user for references or information
regarding manufacturing. The fourth section of the developed interface con-
tains functions for the export of a model for manufacturing and manufactur-
ing simulations, and another function for FE analysis. These functions call
the method of each instance in the system and implement adjustments of the
geometry based on Information attributes. The interface of the developed
system is shown in figure 20.

The developed tool is evaluated in Paper III by implementing it in the
demonstrator developed during the AddMan project. The demonstrator con-
sists of a lift fitting that transfers forces between an airplane door and an ac-
tuator. As seen in figure 21, the TO result is rebuilt with different features for
connections between the door and the actuator, and with a truss structure
connecting the different attachments. Further details on the method and the
application are presented in Paper III.

Conclusions Paper III

Paper III presents a method that supports the design-automation-based
DfAM process proposed in Paper I. The method bridges the initial design
step, the interpreted design step, and the integrated part and process design.
The proposed method is implemented in a tool that supports the creation of
a parametric model based on TO results. By using a master model approach,
information regarding manufacturing and simulation can be saved and can
utilize the automatic export of models for different purposes. This enables
faster design changes that, in a subsequent step, can be used to enable MDO
for AM.
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Figure 20: Interface of the tool developed for creation of CAD models based
on TO results.

Figure 21: Example of geometry created by the tool developed in Paper III.
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CHAPTER 5

Discussion

The presented work is discussed in this chapter from different perspectives.
First, the overall research method used during the work is discussed, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the presented work. The chapter is rounded off
with a discussion of the work in a larger context. This includes a discussion
regarding implementation in industry and a discussion of this research in
contrast to the technical development performed by commercial companies.

5.1 Research Method Discussion

The Design Research Methodology (DRM) applied during the work has been
found to be effective in various design research applications previously. The
author, therefore, judged that it was an appropriate choice of method for the
present research. However the method has not been followed all the way
since the study in Paper III did not cover the whole design method proposed
in Paper I. The descriptive Study II in the DRM should also comprehend a
larger scope with several studies to evaluate the work [11]. As the name
of the thesis, "Towards Design Automation for Additive Manufacturing", implies
the work is to be seen as a step in the direction of design automation for
AM and not a finalized scope. The deductive approach with smaller studies
aims to give enough data to verify the research. More studies that evaluate
the proposed methods and tools are necessary to truly support the findings
herein.

5.2 Results Discussion

The discussion of the results of the work is divided into the same three lev-
els as the scope of the thesis (see section 1.2), namely: DfAM Methodology,
Tools, and Applications.
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DfAM Methodology

Methodologies for DfAM were, to different extent, addressed in all three ap-
pended papers. A methodology based on existing research is presented in
Paper I and is followed up with a proposal for how several disciplines could
be connected to achieve design automation. Paper II shows how the method-
ology proposed in Paper I can be employed to automate parts of the design
process. Paper III focuses on the geometrical representation and model han-
dling within an automated DfAM process. Within the work in Paper III, a
method and tool that demonstrate automatic model handling in the process
are shown.

One of the most mentioned techniques for DfAM in current literature
is Topology Optimization (TO). TO is attractive since it can create complex
shapes without difficult and time-consuming CAD modelling. TO also sat-
isfies one of the three advantages (creation of lightweight designs) of AM
presented by Klahn et al. [34]. However, most authors agree that direct us-
age of TO results are not possible. The development of new TO algorithms
and filters is, however, quickly developing, and it may be possible to use
TO results directly for manufacturing in the future. An approach where TO
is used as inspiration for a parametric CAD model used in an MDO frame-
work is proposed, instead, in the present research. This approach adds a
difficult step of interpretation of the TO result into a parametric CAD model.
The advantages of this approach are, however, greater as MDO is a flexible
method where different CAE analyses can be conducted during the design
process, which is not possible in a pure TO implementation. Another advan-
tage is the potential to use several objectives that can be added, removed, or
modified, depending on the purpose of the component.

While TO is suitable for finding the optimal distribution of material to
make a structure lightweight, the other two advantages of AM presented
by Klahn et al. [34], the creation of individual designs and the creation of
complex geometries with integrated functionality, are more difficult to fulfill.
Function-mean modelling is used in the CAD method presented in Paper
III in order to identify how features in the geometry are connected to the
function of the component. In future work, this can be taken a step further
and a similar approach can be used to create integrated functionality in the
geometry. This would create the potential to include the optimization of the
integrated functionality within the design automation framework.

DfAM Tools

There are several different software that can be used for DfAM, most of
which have been separately developed based on research in different areas,
such as TO, CAD, CAE, and manufacturing simulation. Software develop-
ers have recently started to integrate these tools into common packages and
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have tried to make them work better together for an integrated workflow.
However, this software development is not driven from a product develop-
ment perspective with the efficiency of the AM designer in mind. There is
research that focuses on product development coupled to the DfAM process,
but it has not yet been realized in the form of software or tools. One aim with
the present research is to identify where the largest gaps in the tools are, and
to propose directions for the development of new ones.

An MDO approach to product design has major challenges when it comes
to software development and integration. One of the biggest challenges with
detailed design using MDO is the geometry handling where the geometry
needs to be flexible, robust, include all details, and be able to provide the
correct information to automate several different CAE simulations. Paper III
deals with the development of a tool that aims to reduce the gap between the
rigid TO design and the flexibility of a parametric CAD model. The method
creates a guide for how the user should design the CAD model and reduce
the manual work needed. One of the largest challenges of the tool is the abil-
ity to create detailed features automatically. Parallel to the development of
the tool, collaboration partners have used commercial software for the cre-
ation of the same geometry as the tool developed in Paper III. This research
has found that the creation of detailed features is difficult with commercial
software.

A design automation framework with the essential parts of the design
process proposed in Paper I is realized in Paper II with commercial software.
The solutions for geometrical representation, structural analysis, and man-
ufacturing analyses are integrated in commercial software for MDO. This
framework can be reused for other design tasks if the CAD model and struc-
tural model are updated.

DfAM Applications

The DfAM applications in the thesis have been used in an attempt to verify
the proposed method and developed tools. The application in Paper II is (as
proposed in the Design Research Method [11]) used to create understanding
and provide evidence that the proposed process is valid. In a similar way,
the component application in Paper III provides evidence that the developed
tool has the potential to create relevant models.

Since the focus of the AddMan project is on structural components, both
of the components studied in the two applications were structural where
forces are to be transmitted among different attachment points. Together
these two components verify that the proposed DfAM process works for
these types of components.

In contrast to Topology Optimization, the application in Paper II shows
that the proposed DfAM process can handle multi-objective optimization
problems with objectives coupled to both function and manufacturability.
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To connect to the three reasons for using the AM presented by Klahn et
al. [34] (individualized designs, complex structures with integrated func-
tionality, and lightweight designs), the application in Paper II shows that the
proposed design process is capable of creating lightweight designs. Since the
parametric CAD modelling approach used in both applications enables easy
changes to the product, the proposed design process also has the capability
to create individual designs without any extra remodeling. However, how
the proposed DfAM process can be used to create structures with integrated
functionality is not covered in the two applications.

5.3 The work in a wider context

The topic DfAM is popular, and people from industry, research, and software
developers are working within the area at the moment. This means there is
a fine line between technical development, research, and software develop-
ment. When it comes to manufacturing companies and software developers,
the industry has huge resources and employees with vast experience in the
development of user-friendly and effective solutions.

The work performed within this thesis focused on DfAM on different
levels, everything from DfAM in a general product development methodol-
ogy to how details of features in CAD software can be used to automate the
design process. Applications of the methods were also performed to verify
and show the applicability of the methods. This broad view of DfAM has
created an understanding of problems and opportunities in the DfAM area.
However, it is not feasible, within the scope of a PhD project, to develop
software that supports the full scope of the proposed methods, such as com-
mercial software. Instead, the hope is that the presented findings can inspire
and influence researchers and people from industry to develop methods and
software that support the proposed design process.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

The presented work is wrapped up and concluded by answering the research
questions stated in section 1.2. Since the research questions are formulated
in a broad way, the answers are of a reasoning character rather than a direct
answer. The chapter ends with an outlook for future possibilities and by
pointing out possible directions for further research.

6.1 Answering the Research Questions

RQ1: What is the state of the art when it comes to DfAM?

Current research in the field of DfAM is reviewed in Paper I, and based on the
identified publications, a state-of-the-art DfAM approach is proposed. The
state-of-the-art DfAM approach consists of three design levels: System de-
sign; Part design; and Process design. The System design level contains dif-
ferent activities that choose components for AM, define the boundary condi-
tions, and identify if several components can be merged into one. Part design
is where a single component is designed for AM, which includes steps such
as Topology Optimization and verification of design using various CAE sim-
ulations. The final design level, Process design, verifies the created geometry
from a manufacturing perspective. This includes the checking of AM design
rules, the creation of support structure, and AM simulation. This process is
highly iterative where manufacturing rules and the verification of functional
requirements are nested with the design process. Feedback on the support
material created and simulation of the manufacturing can also influence the
design and shape of a product. The compiled DfAM process is briefly pre-
sented in section 2.2 and in detail in paper I.

RQ2: How can a higher degree of design automation in the DfAM process be
achieved?
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A higher degree of design automation in the DfAM process can be achieved
by using a Multidisciplinary Design Optimization approach where several
disciplines for functional and manufacturing evaluation are coupled to-
gether. Paper I presents the disciplines that need to be connected in order
to achieve design automation. The feasibility of such a framework is demon-
strated with a case study implementation in Paper II. With a combination of
a model for structural analysis and manufacturing evaluation, both function-
ality and manufacturability can automatically be evaluated and optimized.

Central to the automation of the design process are geometrical models
that are easy to create, change, and use for various CAE simulations. In Pa-
per III, a framework for the creation of such models is proposed and imple-
mented in a tool. Parametric CAD templates are used to simplify the creation
of the CAD models. At the same time as the CAD model is created, informa-
tion regarding manufacturing is saved and stored. The saved information
utilizes the automatic export of models for manufacturing and functional
evaluation.

RQ3: How could design tools that support a future DfAM process be structured?

In order to achieve a better design process for AM with less manual redesign
work, it is suggested aiming for a design tool with a tighter coupling between
geometry, manufacturing, and functional evaluation. Paper III presents how
a tool that supports the creation of a flexible parametric CAD model can be
structured. A design tool for AM should bridge the creation of geometries
with TO with the ability to optimize the geometry with respect to manufac-
turing and function. The tool should also make it possible to easily investi-
gate how different parameters (such as the choice of material, AM technique,
AM machine, and manufacturing setup) affect the manufacturing. This in-
cludes design requirements (such as design rules), cost of manufacturing,
and the functional performance of the designed component. In the ideal case,
a tool should make it possible to easily investigate the effect of the mentioned
changes and also to automatically choose the best design and manufacturing
setup based on given inputs.

6.2 Outlook

The presented work addresses what a future DfAM process can look like
and how this process can apply and implement a subset of the process on
test cases. The presented work shows a tool which aids the design process.
To fully realize the proposed design process, additional work is necessary in
several different areas. Future work can be divided into two separate issues:
one part would be to make the tool developed in this thesis easily accessible
for a broader audience; and another would be to extend the developed tools
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to cover a larger part of the proposed design-automation-based DfAM pro-
cess. Future research could also include the validation and verification of the
proposed process based on quantitative and qualitative studies in industry
and in the DfAM community.

The tool developed in Paper III needs several improvements in order to
be distributed for public use. The biggest improvements necessary are er-
ror handling and the creation of connections between the structure and the
attachment features. To verify the usability of the tool, a study where sev-
eral different persons use the tool in different industrial settings would be
necessary.

To realize design automation in the DfAM process, several issues still
need to be addressed. These include issues that are partly addressed within
this thesis and issues that are not. Generally, a tighter connection between
the geometry, different types of evaluation of component behavior and op-
timization needs to be developed. This requires further development of the
methodology software support, which currently does not exist.

Concretely, it is proposed that future research should focus on the follow-
ing:

• Evaluate the validity of the proposed process and tools through the
application of more test cases, and also encourage experts in the DfAM
area to use and evaluate the proposed tools and methods.

• Further development of the integration between TO and parametric
CAD models suitable for integration in a design automation frame-
work.

• Investigate how the design of products with integrated functions can
be combined with design automation.

• Development of a methodology for how the evaluation of AM manu-
facturing, including manufacturing cost, constraints, build stresses, de-
formations, surface roughness, material behavior, and post-processing,
can be automated.

• Conduct full MDO studies on real industrial cases based on the pro-
posed methods and tools.
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